
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I am kaushiki Roy 

 

My resume 

 Personal Information 

 
Email: kaushikiroy27@gmail.com 

Phom: 6289856046 

Address: 22,A Sreepur 

road,kolkata-700078 

 Personal Summary 

 
Dedicated, hardworking 4th year 

BALLB student with comprehensive 

knowledge on media and law as well 

constitutional law, Intellectual Property 

rights. I Would like to join a Legal firm 

as an intern and gain necessary practical 

exposure and sharpen my skills to 

pursue a career as a legal practitioner. 

 Certifications 

 Analysis of Impact of The Covid-19 On 

The Environment - A Blessing or Curse. 

https://www.ijlra.com/volume-2/volume-

2-issue-7 

Education 

St. Xavier’s University (Kolkata) 

Bachelor of Arts - Bachelor of Legislative Law (BALLB- HONS.) 

 

Specialization: Constitutional Law ( Fedralism, Media and law, Health 

Law) 

 

Date: 3/08/2019 (ongoing) 

 

 Work Experience 

 Presently intering at Surana & Surana International Attorneys 

61, Dr Radha Krishnan Salai, Sullivan Garden, Mylapore, Chennai, 

Tamil Nadu 600004 

 1/06/2023--31/06/2023 

Legal intern at K&S Partners, Chimes 61,  

Sector 44, Gurugram, Haryana 122003 

Internet search on a trademark,  

preparing a counter statement of a trademark 

prepared trademark search Report 

Reply of examination report 

Research on moral rights in copyright and prepare a short note for 

the same 

Search the order copy 

Prepared a timeline of jack daniel’s properties, inc. v. vip products  

llc case 

research on some Indian case law Where parody and free speech  

cannot override trademark rights. 

Researched on numeral trademarks are arbitrary in nature and  

they can also be registered as a trademark and searched the  

recent order and prepared a written up base on that. 

public search and find out the applications that are filed for App  

Store and Play Store. 

conduct research on the functional aspect of a product cannot  

be trademarked. 

conduct a search under which class each good falls 

 1/01/2023-1/01/2023 

legal intern at NAVKAR ASSOCIATES INDORE , Shekhar central, 

317, 3RD FLOOR, BUILDING, AB Rd, Indore, Madhya Pradesh 

452001. 

Drafted objection reply of copy right, 

Drafted objection reply of trademark 

languages 
 

English, Bengali, Hindi. 

 

Interests 
IPR,  

Media and Law,  
Tort Law,  

Contract Lawaw. 
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Work Experience 

Drafted Rule 45, Rule 46 and Rule 46, 

Did the submission of objection reply of copyright and trademark, 

Assist a trademark infringement case ( drafted arguing points for                      

Order 39 Rule 1 and 2) and ( drafted arguing points for Order 7 Rule 11) 

Had done submission of Rule 45 

 1/12/2022-31/12/2022  

Legal intern at MissionzLegal Advocates & Manzil 1st Floor Chennai 01, Parrys, Chennai –600001, Tamil Nadu India 

Web: www.missionlegal.com. 

Go through various IP cases ( Trademark infringement,  

Drafted 138 notice, replies of notices, 

Familiar with filling process , 

Assist in two trademark infringement cases, 

Filed a CA 

Drafted and filed affidavit service 

Observed court procedings.  

conduct the public search and gain a pretty much knowledge about www.ipindia.nic.in and about e-ragister. 

 Legal intern for 3 weeks at Madras High Court, under M.Kandaswamy & P. Krishnamurthy, No. 160 Hussain Plaza, 

“FFA” 4th floor, Thambu Street, Parrys,Ch 

Dealt with Criminal cases 

Had done a research on labour laws 

Filed anticipatory bail petition, bail petition 

Drafted several petition on labour matters.0 

 06/2022 - 07/2022 

Legal intern, Alipore Judges Court (West Bengal), Under Advocate Soumyadeb Sinha. 

Involved in Court procedings. 

Assisted to file cases regarding several civil cases. 

Drafted time petition, notice for eviction, injunction suit, legal memo, power of attorney, etc. 

Observed criminal and civil litigation 

 
 07/ 2021 - 08/2021 

Legal intern, Sammyak Attorneys (Kolkata, west Bengal) 

Reaserched case law to assist with real estate cases. 

Prepared due diligence, 

Focuses on issues such as bargader, raiyet, muslim inheritance law and etc. 

Presentation on several land matters. 

Assisted in drafting of will, agreement and e.t.c. 

 Legal intern, Calcutta High Court, under Additional Public Prosecutor of Calcutta High Court  Advocate Trina 

Mitra 
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